Abstract| This paper presents a system for billing users for their TCP tra c. This is achieved by postponing the establishment of connections while the user is contacted, verifying in a secure way that they are prepared to pay. B y presenting the user with cost and price information, the system can be used for cost recovery and to encourage e cient use of network resources. The system requires no changes to existing protocols or applications and can be used to recover costs between cooperating sites. Statistics collected from a four day trace of tra c between the University of California, Berkeley and the rest of the Internet demonstrate that such a billing system is practical and introduces acceptable latency. An implementation based on the BayBridge prototype router is described. Our study also indicates that pricing schemes may be used to control network congestion either by rescheduling time-insensitive tra c to a less expensive time of the day, o r b y smoothing packet transfers to reduce tra c peaks.
I. Introduction S INCE its creation in 1986, the NSFNET has sustained an extremely rapid growth rate. With an estimated 20 million people reachable by electronic mail, the NSF funded backbone is serving a multitude of academic and commercial organizations. The NSF subsidy for NSFNET and various regional networks amounts to $20 million p e r y ear, of which about $12 million is for NSFNET. The total cost of the Internet is estimated to be about $200 million per year. It is likely that NSFNET will soon be gone, so that Internet will be run entirely by commercial and nonpro t carriers, and all costs and pro ts will be recovered through charges and pricing schemes.
If all users within an organization generated similar amounts of tra c, cost recovery could be equitably and simply achieved by dividing the cost equally among users. However, as might be guessed, and as we shall demonstrate, di erent I n ternet users generate widely di erent amounts of tra c. Pricing schemes or charges that are designed to recover costs fairly from this diverse population of users and to allocate network resources in an e cient manner require the capability to meter individual user tra c and to present users with prices and charges in a way that encourages e cient network use 1 . In this paper, we present a billing system that can be used to meter users' wide area TCP tra c, involving the users in the decision to consume resources and making them accountable for the tra c that they generate. A n umber of network billing systems have been previously proposed 2 , 3 ; in addition, one billing system has been implemented 4 . An excellent discussion of methods, costs and bene ts of usage metering as well as a proposed billing infrastructure is given in 2 . In 3 , a ow-based accounting mechanism is de ned based on IP data that ows between end hosts. Brownlee reports experiences with implementing a network billing system 4 . But none of these systems provide a mechanism for identifying and involving individual users; i.e. these systems identify hosts machines but not the users of those machines. In 1990, Estrin et al. suggest some research topics towards usage billing and feedback 5 . In particular, they propose the instrumentation of current networks to determine the performance implications of usage metering, and highlight the problem of identifying and authenticating the end user.
Our billing system is designed to meter users i.e. the persons using hosts of the TCP connection-oriented protocol 6 , 7 , which represents almost all of the tra c on the Internet. It is because a connection is established prior to the transfer of data that we are able to identify reliably the originating user and verify that they are prepared to pay for their tra c. An important feature of this billing system is that this can take place without modi cation to the TCP IP protocols, or applications.
A usage-based billing system in which the user is directly involved will a ect the way in which the Internet is used. Several schemes have been proposed for controlling congestion via pricing which require that tra c is metered and involve the user in the feedback mechanism 8 . However, it has not been previously shown that real-time metering of tra c for high-speed networks is feasible, or that it is practical to involve the user in the feedback.
A billing system that controls the access of individual users will also a ect the way in which the Internet grows. Users within an organization who need a higher bandwidth connection to the commercial data carrier can pay for and get preferential use of the improved service.
Usage billing for network tra c is a controversial subject 6 , 9 . It is not the purpose of this paper to argue for the widespread adoption of usage billing. Our aim is to demonstrate that it is technically feasible to implement a billing system that involves users and makes them accountable for their tra c.
In Section II, we provide a detailed description of the proposed billing system. In Section III, we describe an extensive feasibility study of the system, based on a trace of the tra c that leaves and enters the Berkeley campus. Section IV shows how the BayBridge, a prototype router, could be to used to meter tra c. Section V discusses some other relevant measurements. We draw some conclusions from our study in Section VI.
II. Generic System Description
A n umber of features are essential to any billing system:
No changes to existing Internet protocols | Because of the huge number of installed end systems, bridges and routers, it is important that an Internet billing system work with the existing Internet protocols. It means that the billing system should not require the use of any special option elds by end systems for example, IP options or TCP options.
No changes to existing applications | Many applications such as ftp, email, gopher and mosaic are in widespread use today and collectively contribute to most of the tra c on the Internet 10 . A billing system should be able to meter tra c for these and other existing applications without change.
User Involvement | If a billing system charges individual users for their tra c, it must rst determine the identity of the user. It should also obtain the explicit approval from the user or an authorized agent that they will pay for the resources consumed. For security and credibility, this approval should be authenticated, for example with Kerberos 11 . And nally, the billing system should provide accurate and credible on-line feedback to the user as they consume resources. This implies that the metering of tra c should be exact and not based on tra c sampling. It would be desirable for a billing system to have the following additional features:
Provide on-line reporting of aggregate network usage | This enables schemes that control network congestion based on global tra c measures. The control may be implemented using priorities or by a time varying pricing policy 8 .
Allow continued sharing of information and resources | The growth of the Internet can be attributed to applications that encourage the sharing of information and resources between remote sites. It would be advantageous if billing systems could cooperate to identify the user and bill them for their tra c.
A. Detailed Description of Billing System
A block diagram of the billing system is shown in Figure 1 . This gure shows a single administrative domain that is connected to the outside world via a Billing Gateway BGW and a billed link. The administrative domain contains a collection of networks, users and hosts. The billing system controls users' access to the billed link by allowing or disallowing TCP connections and by metering users' TCP tra c once a connection has been established.
The basic operation is as follows: when a user attempts to establish a TCP connection with the outside world, the BGW postpones the establishment of the connection while it tries to identify the originating user. The system contacts the user, verifying that they want to establish the connection and that they are prepared to pay for it. If the user accepts the connection, the normal connection establishment is allowed to continue and the BGW will begin metering this connection's tra c. We will describe the operation in detail by w a y o f a n example and by referring to the communications marked on Figure 1 In the example, the user sits at Host A but is logged in to Host B. The user's application on Host B attempts to establish a TCP connection to a remote host. Considering each communication in turn:
1. Host B initiates the connection by sending a TCP SYN message. The BGW recognizes the TCP SYN message as an attempt to establish a new connection to the outside world. The BGW holds onto the TCP SYN message while it determines whether or not the connection should be allowed and access granted to the billed link. This is achieved by communications 2-11 to identify and contact the user, determine whether the connection will be allowed and to set up the necessary state for metering and billing records. The connection is always referred to by its unique identi er: source address,port, destination address,port . automatically on behalf of the user, or may request the explicit authorization of the user by means of a dialog box on the user's screen. 10. The Purchasing Agent responds to the Access Controller authenticating its reply using Kerberos. 11. If the user con rms that they wish to establish and pay for the connection, the Access Controller tells the BGW to allow access to the billed link and meter the connection. 12. The BGW creates an entry for this connection in its connection tables and forwards the TCP SYN message towards the remote host. Now that the BGW knows to allow this connection, all future messages for this connection in either direction will be forwarded without further delay. This means that when remote host responds with a TCP SYN+ACK, the BGW will forward the message, updating its connection table entry.
B. Components
The components in Figure 1 fall into three categories. The rst category is the Access Controller which w as described in detail above.
The second category is user involvement. This contains three components: User Identi cation Daemon, User Name Server and Purchasing Agent. Together these components identify the originating user, obtain veri cation from the user and provide feedback to the user as resources are used.
The User Identi cation Daemon Useridd is a system daemon process that runs on all multi-user machines within the administrative domain. Request messages are sent to the Useridd containing the unique connection identi er. The Useridd examines kernel data structures to determine and return the name of the user who originated the connection. The User Name Server is a standard network naming service which when supplied with a user name will return the location of the user's Purchasing Agent. The Purchasing Agent 1 is a user-level process responsible for verifying that the user is prepared to pay for the TCP connection. In its simplest form, the Purchasing Agent could just pop up a dialog box on the user's screen asking for a simple accept reject response. Alternatively it may be con gured to automatically respond to some or all of the requests that it receives from the Access Controller. For example, it could be con gured by the user to: i automatically accept all connections below a certain price, but verify with the user before accepting more expensive connections; ii automatically accept all connections to speci c wellknown ports, but verify with the user before accepting others; or iii automatically accept all connections to certain destinations. The Purchasing Agent proves its authority to represent the user by including a Kerberos authenticator in its response. The third category is metering. The two components in this category are the BGW and Billing Records.
The BGW is a specialized router that maintains a table of established TCP connections for metering tra c, in addition to performing the usual IP routing functions. The BGW must understand TCP connections so that it can determine which connection record to update. New connections are TCP messages for any connection that the BGW has not seen before. This includes connections that establish via other BGWs. The BGW must determine when connections have closed so that the entry in the connection table can be freed. Connections may close in a number of different w a ys and the TCP FIN messages that close the connection may travel via a di erent BGW. So that connections can be removed from the tables in a timely manner, the BGW times out connections that are inactive for a long period. If the connections become active again, they are added back i n to the table.The BGW maintains a table of all connections with a separate entry for each established connection keyed by its unique connection identi er. This means that the connection tables maintained by the BGW may b e m uch larger than IP routing tables. It also means that the key into the connection table is much larger: for an IP router the key would normally just be the 32-bit destination network address. For a BGW with TCP IP the key is 96-bits. In Section III.D we will consider how large the connection tables need to be and compare several schemes for looking up entries in the connection tables. The Billing Records are responsible for maintaining records of metered connections and for providing online feedback to the user as the connection progresses.
C. Simpler Cases
A n umber of possible simpli cations could be used to reduce the number of communications described above. Each simpli cation corresponds to bypassing communications shown in Figure 2b , S1" -S3". The simpli cations reduce the number of communications involved in establishing a connection, thus reducing the latency seen by the user.
1. No user interaction | Do not explicitly involve the user in the connection acceptance. This was discussed above and would be achieved by con guring the Purchasing Agent to accept connections automatically. The advantages are that it would make the connection setup faster and would not burden the user with involvement i n e v ery connection. 2. No Purchasing Agent interaction | Con gure the Access Controller so that connections from some users or for some applications are accepted automatically. This eliminates communications 5-10. 3. By machine billing | Con gure the Access Controller so that connections from some machines are accepted automatically. This would be used when a machine is used by a single user, or if it has been agreed that the tra c will always be paid for regardless of the user. In fact, this would be necessary for machines that cannot support the Useridd process this would include single-process personal computers. In this case, we eliminate communications 3-10. It is important to note that both simpli cations 2 and 3 compromise the security of the billing system as neither obtains authenticated feedback from the user.
D. Complications & Gotchas
We believe that the billing system described above is feasible and implementable. However, there are several things that can make the implementation more di cult, or make the billing model less appropriate. We consider some of these below.
IP Fragmentation | IP datagrams may be fragmented by routers as they progress through the network. The BGW must interpret TCP messages and so it must be able to reassemble fragmented IP datagrams. In our feasibility study, w e found that less than 0.01 of our wide-area datagrams are fragmented 2 .
Malicious IP Fragmentation | IP datagrams may also be severely fragmented by the end station in an attempt to circumvent the billing system. This may be overcome by refusing to forward fragmented datagrams with too few data bytes.
Hiding data in option elds | T o a v oid being billed, the user may attempt to hide data in IP or TCP options elds. This may b e o v ercome by metering protocol header bytes as well as data bytes. This way, anomalies can be detected and billed for accordingly. Time varying route | The packet-switched Internet allows datagrams within a connection to be delivered via di erent routes. If the change is due to load balancing, we can expect the price for delivery to be unchanged. But if there is a change in topology, the price may c hange and should be communicated back to the user.
Connections on behalf of, but not originated by a user | The main reason for involving the user is to make them accountable for their tra c. The basic system achieves this by billing the originator of a TCP connection. However, it would be more appropriate to bill the bene ciary of the connection. In practice, the originator of a connection is not necessarily the beneciary. F or example, if a process on one host originates a connection so that it can transfer data to or from a remote host, who is the bene ciary of the transfer?
We discuss a solution to this problem below when we describe how cooperative billing can be achieved.
E. Enhancements to the Basic Billing System
Cooperative Billing Between Administrative Domains | I f t w o Administrative Domains wish to bill for a connection that ows between them, they must rst agree which domain will pay for the connection. That domain then needs to determine which of its users to bill. The user that is billed should be the bene ciary of the connection.
The following method could be used to determine the bene ciary. When the connection is established, the BGW asks the originating user if they will pay for the connection. If the user is the bene ciary, they should agree to pay. Alternatively, the user may request that the remote end pay. In this case the local BGW contacts the remote BGW which in turn contacts the remote user asking if they are prepared to pay. If neither user agrees to pay, the connection is refused. If either of the end points of the connection is a service, rather than a user, its local Access Controller could be congured to accept connections on its behalf. User Speci ed Limits | The Purchasing Agent could respond to the Access Controller with conditions and limits to its acceptance. For example, the user may be willing to pay up to a speci ed amount for a connection, or for a speci ed numb e r o f p a c k ets or bytes. The user may only want t o p a y for tra c as long as the price for the connection stays below a speci ed threshold. This would allow the implementation of a time-varying threshold pricing policy agreed upon by the user and policed by the BGW 8 . If during the life of the connection any of the limits or thresholds are exceeded, the BGW contacts the user before forwarding any more messages.
Metering UDP Tra c | Our billing system is designed to meter TCP tra c, which currently comprises almost all of the tra c on the Internet. However, a growing proportion of tra c is using the UDP protocol, e.g. MBONE. In principle, our billing system could also meter tra c from these applications. There are two principal requirements. First, that prior to the BGW forwarding datagrams it must be possible to identify the user in an equivalent w a y to the User Identi cation Daemon. Second, that it be possible for the BGW to relate each datagram to a metered ow. How practical this is will depend on the application.
III. Feasibility Study
In this section, we will use the results from a detailed study to demonstrate that our billing system is feasible even for large campus networks. Our results are derived from a trace of network tra c on the Berkeley campus FDDI backbone network. 3 Most of our billing system's complexity is connection related. Therefore, our feasibility study measures several key statistics about TCP connections. These statistics are: connection setup time, connection setup intensity, active connection count, and complexity of searching the connection table. Under our billing system, connection establishment is delayed while locating the user and then verifying that they will pay; therefore, we measured connection setup latency without the billing system and estimate the additional connection setup latency introduced by the billing system. Several components of our billing system are activated once for every connection; therefore, we measured connection setup intensity to determine the required throughput for these components. The BGW maintains a table of active connections; therefore, we measure the evolution of connection count to determine the required size of the connection Our trace was obtained by logging all TCP IP headers that appeared on the Berkeley backbone network. A 50ns timestamp is attached to each log entry. The analysis presented in this paper considers WAN tra c over the four days from midnight Monday January 16 through midnight Friday January 20, 1995. During our study period, we measured 89 gigabytes of WAN tra c in 439 million datagrams. Of this WAN tra c, 92 of the bytes and 92 of the datagrams were for TCP tra c. Of this WAN TCP tra c, 86 of the bytes and 84 of the datagrams were from multi-user hosts see Table I . Figure 3 shows how the average rate of inbound and outbound datagrams changed over our study period. Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution of measured connection setup times for outbound connections without the billing system. Our analysis showed that 80 of the connections took between 24ms and 734ms to establish, with a median time of 116ms, and an average time of 519ms. Our trace experiment included the identi cation of users on selected machines using the User Identi cation Daemon" Useridd implemented as a user-level process. Our analysis 5 showed that the average response time was 84ms.
We can use these results to estimate how long it would take for the rest of the connection setup overhead. Let's assume that each of the other three request reply pairs will take approximately the same amount of time. Then the average additional delay is 336ms. Therefore, the average connection setup time with the billing system would be 855ms, an increase of approximately 65. 5 This data is from an earlier trace recorded from midnight N o v ember 10 through midnight N o v ember 14, 1994. 
C. Connection Throughput Requirements
This section discusses the throughput requirements for the functional blocks. Most of the billing system functional blocks are activated once per connection setup. Therefore, the peak intensity of connection setup is an important parameter. Figure 5 shows the distribution of connection setup intensities over one second intervals. The peak rate was 79 connection setups per second, and 99.9 of seconds had 41 or fewer connection setups. Therefore, the throughput requirements for the functional blocks can be easily achieved.
D. Size of Connection Table
While a connection is active, an entry must be maintained in the BGW connection to be feasible, these tables must not be too large. We h a v e used our trace data to reconstruct the connection count evolution in two di erent w a ys. The rst reconstruction method removes connections from the table only when the trace data indicates that a connection has closed. Figure 6 shows this reconstruction. This gure clearly exhibits an upward drift in the connection count. Some of this drift can be attributed to long-duration connections that start but do not end during the trace period. Most of the drift is from hosts that fail to properly close-down connections. From this, we conclude that a BGW can not reliably detect the closing of all connections. The second reconstruction method incorporates an inactivity time-out. Figure 7 shows the evolution of connection count if connections are timed-out after 60 minutes. With the time-out policy the maximum connection count is below 1,350 entries and there is no longer any signi cant upward drift.
E. Complexity of Connection Lookup
The BGW meters every TCP message that it forwards. It is therefore important that connection is impractical. We h a v e found e ective hashing functions for hardware and software implementations using either CAM or RAM based connection tables. We e m ulate the behavior of each hashing function with our trace data, measuring the average number of lookups that are required to nd the correct table entry. For CAM based tables, we considered three widths that are commonly a v ailable and used in commercial IP routers: 48, 32 and 16 bits wide. A hashing function is applied to the 96-bit key to reduce it to a 48, 32 or 16-bit index which is used to nd the rst match in the CAM. Associated with each CAM entry is a shadow e n try at the same o set in RAM. The shadow e n try contains an orthogonal portion of the key that when combined with the index can be used to recover the full 96-bit key. The orthogonal portions of the key are compared to verify that the entries match. If they do not, then the search is repeated looking for the next match in the CAM. Figure 8 illustrates this structure. Figure 9 shows how CAM hashing functions f CAM;1 , f CAM;2 , f CAM;3 map the 96-bit connection identi er to 48, 32 or 16 bits. Figures 10a-c plot the average number of comparisons per table lookup over the trace period. We see that function f CAM;1 is much less e ective than the others. This is because the port numbers for ftp and ftp-data di er by exactly one. Functions f CAM;2 and f CAM;3 both overcome this problem. Figure 10c shows that the perfor-Shadow RAM Fig. 8 . The structure of the CAM-based connection tables in the BayBridge prototype.
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Key to symbols: mance of these hashing functions is signi cantly degraded for a CAM width of just 16-bits. We n o w turn our attention to the RAM based implementation. A connection table is implemented in RAM by applying a hashing function to the 96-bit key to generate a m uch smaller index. This index is used as the direct address of a hash-bucket in RAM. If the bucket contains more than one entry, w e assume that the bucket is searched as a linked list. We considered index widths of 14 through 17 bits, corresponding to 2k to 128k hash buckets. The hashing functions f RAM;1 and f RAM;2 are shown in Figure 9 . Function f RAM;1 is similar to the functions used for the CAM, whereas f RAM;2 uses the standard IEEE 802.X 32-bit CRC function. The CRC function is used because it is a simple way to generate pseudo-random keys in hardware. Figures 11a-b plot the average number of comparisons per table lookup. We see that both functions f RAM;1 and f RAM;2 are e ective and conclude that the simple byte manipulations of f RAM;1 are su cient for both a hardware or software implementation. 
F. Datagram Throughput Requirements
The BGW processes every datagram in a way signicantly di erent from normal boundary routers. Specically, the BGW must lookup the TCP connection record, update the byte and packet counters, and store the results back in the connection table. Figure 12 shows the peak and average datagram intensities. Our analysis showed that the BGW must be capable of processing datagrams at rates up to 6,000 packets per second. Depending on the architecture of the BGW, this seems to be quite feasible.
IV. BayBridge Prototype
In this section we show h o w the BayBridge, a high performance prototype router, could be used as the BGW for our billing system.
A. Overview of BayBridge
The BayBridge 13 , 14 is a two-port bridge and router designed for high performance and exibility. With both ports connected to FDDI rings, the BayBridge has been demonstrated to make routing decisions for over 200,000 datagrams per second. Referring to the system architecture in Figure 13 , datagrams are processed at the port on which they arrive b y a programmable protocol converter which consults a CAM-based address table. The datagram may be forwarded to the other port or sent to the local host. The address tables contain 1024 entries, each e n try consists of a 48-bit wide CAM entry, and a shadow e n try in RAM.
B. Using the BayBridge as a BGW
The BayBridge may be used as a BGW in the following way. The CAM-based address tables are implemented as described in Section III.E. The connection tables are shown in Figure 8 : hashing function f CAM;3 is applied to the 96-bit connection identi er to generate a 48-bit index which is used to nd a match in the CAM. To v erify the match, one of the IP addresses and one of the port numbers are maintained in the shadow RAM entry. The RAM entry also contains counters for bytes and packets in each direction. The next hop routing information is also contained in the shadow RAM entry.
When a TCP message arrives, the protocol converter searches in the connection table for a matching connection. If the entry is not found then this message must be from a new connection. The message is forwarded to the BayBridge's local host which forwards the connection identi er to the Access Controller. When the connection has been accepted, the host accesses the connection tables directly to insert the new entry.
If the entry is found in the connection table, the counter entries are read, incremented by the protocol converter and written back to the table.
C. Feasibility of BayBridge as a BGW
To operate as a BGW, the BayBridge must be able to handle the intensity of connection setups and have sucient space in its connection table for all active connections. It must also be fast enough to process all datagrams as they arrive, nding the entries quickly in the connection tables.
We found in Section III.C that the intensity of new connections does not exceed 79 per second. This is easily achievable by the BayBridge: the protocol converter and host can forward many h undreds of packets per second to the Access Controller.
Section III.D showed that if a 60 minute inactivity timeout is used, the maximum number of active connections is 1,350. The BayBridge has a table size of just 1,024 entries: too small to hold all active connections. One way t o o v ercome this limitation is to use the hardware CAM-based address tables as a cache for a larger connection table in the host's memory.
In Section III.F we showed that the maximum arrival rate for datagrams is less than 6,000 packets per second. Assuming that the rst lookup is successful, the BayBridge can perform the metering and routing functions in approximately 13s 6 . This corresponds to a sustainable rate of 75,000 packets per second simultaneously in each direction.
We conclude that the BayBridge is easily capable of acting as a BGW between the Berkeley campus and the rest of the Internet. It is intuitive that di erent I n ternet hosts and users generate widely di erent amounts of tra c. This intuition is a crucial part of the motivation for usage based cost recovery. H o w ever, intuition alone should not justify complex cost recovery systems. We n o w show that there is a very large variation in WAN usage by hosts and by users on the Berkeley campus. Table II shows the usage per-host averaged over the duration of the trace for the top-ten most active subdomains within Berkeley's network. These statistics indicate that the per host average usage varies widely by subdomain. The EECS Department subdomain has the largest number of hosts. The amount o f W AN TCP usage by these hosts averaged 23 megabytes with a standard deviation of 56 megabytes. Figures 14a-b show the large variation in usage for these hosts.
Figures 15a-b show the distribution of usage per user. 7 For this set of users, the average amount of usage was 1.0 megabytes with a standard deviation of 3.7 megabytes.
B. Potential for Congestion Pricing
In addition to cost recovery, a billing system can also be used to control congestion by enforcing a pricing scheme. Using our trace data, we consider congestion control at two di erent time granularities and measure their e ect on network tra c. These results are only intended to give an indication of the possible improvements in network eciency. W e do not propose speci c techniques for achieving these improvements.
In the rst scheme, we assume that the price to use the network varies by time of day. For example, trafc sent during the day m a y be more expensive than at night. Some tra c is not sensitive to time of delivery and may be postponed to a less expensive time of the day. I n particular, we assume that under this scheme email and bulletin-board tra c 8 is non-interactive" and therefore can be delayed. The remaining tra c is assumed to be interactive." 9 We spread the non-interactive tra c over time by w ater-pouring," i.e., we distribute this tra c so as to level-out the total interactive + distributed non- 9 The most active of these interactive" protocols were ftp, WWW, shell, telnet and X." These accounted for 33, 16, 4, 3 and 3, respectively, of all wide area data bytes during our trace. interactive intensity a s m uch as possible. Figure 16 shows the improvement that can be achieved using water-pouring." The top line shows the intensity of all network tra c in bytes per second. The lowest line shows the intensity of just the interactive tra c. The horizontal line shows the intensity if the non-interactive tra c is poured" over the interactive tra c. By spreading the non-interactive tra c in this way, the network utilization is almost constant a t a n i n tensity of 150,000 bytes per second with a peak of 170,000 bytes per second. This represents a 23 reduction in peak bandwidth. In the second scheme, we assume that the network is controlled more rapidly in response to congestion. This may correspond to a ow-control mechanism, tra c-shaping using bu ering or a policy in which the price varies quickly in response to congestion. To estimate the potential gain of such a s c heme, Figure 17 shows the busiest 0.1 second and 1 second intervals during the trace, measured using a m o ving-average bu er for comparison, the gure also shows the average. The peak intensity o v er 1 second is 22 below the peak intensity o v er 0.1 second, suggesting that the peak network load can be reduced dramatically by such a s c heme using a bu er of just 250,000 bytes.
VI. Conclusion
More than 90 percent of an estimated $200 million annual Internet cost is today recovered from users in the form of a variety of organizational charges and user prices. These charges and prices are designed for administrative convenience rather than to promote e cient use of network resources. Prices designed to achieve e cient allocation or fair cost recovery, h o w ever, require a billing system that can meter the individual user's tra c and that can present the user with information that encourages e cient use. This paper presents a billing scheme that can identify and authenticate users, monitor individual user tra c, and present the user with real time pricing information. An implementation of the scheme based on the BayBridge, a prototype router, demonstrates that the billing scheme is practical, and introduces acceptable latency.
It is an open question whether the tra c demands and corresponding costs of operating the Internet will grow sufciently to make pressing the need for an e cient pricing and cost recovery scheme. That will depend on the proliferation of bandwidth consuming applications on the Internet. In turn, that will depend upon the ability o f I n ternet protocols, links and routers to support such applications in competition with other network service providers, including cable TV and telephone companies. Statistics collected from a four day trace of all TCP trafc between the University of California, Berkeley, and the outside world" show both homogeneities and diversities within the current University population. The data reveal several features that are relevant to the feasibility of different pricing and cost recovery schemes. First, if pricing schemes vary by time of day, then up to 33 of the trafc which represents e-mail and bulletin-board tra c can be shifted over time with little loss in bene t to the user, since this tra c is not sensitive to time of delivery. Such a shift would reduce peak utilization. Second, on a much smaller time scale, we nd that the peak intensity o v er 1 second is 22 below the peak utilization over 0.1 second. So if pricing schemes can shift tra c by one second, the peak router and link capacity can be signi cantly reduced. Such shifts may be automatically accommodated by increasing bu er sizes at hosts or in routers. Third, it seems feasible to recover cost for wide area tra c either from time of day pricing or from short term peak pricing. Recovery through time of day pricing would have a broader base and would be much simpler to implement. Recovery through short term peak pricing would be more di cult to implement, but it would also lead to greater reductions in the peak capacity of routers and links.
